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As many of you are wrapping gifts for loved ones, we are wrapping 
up our year at Kanza and it seems appropriate to reflect on some 
highlights. Though we don’t have final totals, 2019 has been a year 
of steady performance across our business units, with strong quarterly 
performances by grain, energy and agronomy. 
This year we added storage capacity at our Byers location, built 
a new scale house at Randle and repainted the Iuka elevator. 
Construction work is almost complete on our remodel at the new 
Pratt office and we continue to make progress toward construction 
of our Eastern Agronomy Center. 
We advanced cooperative education by sponsoring a student to 
attend the Kansas Cooperative Council Youth Leadership Camp 
and visited both Andale and Pratt Skyline High School Agriculture 
Departments for National Coops Month. We supported a variety of 
community activities including a Mobile Ag Lab at Pratt Community 
College and new equipment for the Stafford Recreation Commission. 
As we close 2019, I want to thank all of our employees for their work 
to make the year a success and each of our customers for your 
business and participation. From all of our staff at Kanza we wish you 
and your family a Merry Christmas and prosperous New Year!

Winter 2019

By Bruce Krehbiel
President & Chief Executive Officer

Wrapping up 2019Wrapping up 2019

Painters finish up new coat of 
paint on north Iuka elevator. 
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A Quality A Quality 
PromisePromise

Pictured above (center right to left): Kanza Eastern Division Energy Manager Chad Nowak Pictured above (center right to left): Kanza Eastern Division Energy Manager Chad Nowak 
presents Brent Gruenbacher with a check from Cenex Total Protection Planpresents Brent Gruenbacher with a check from Cenex Total Protection Plan®® warranty  warranty 
program. Also pictured (far left and far right): Jed Miller and Shawn Nielsen of Cenex.program. Also pictured (far left and far right): Jed Miller and Shawn Nielsen of Cenex.

Farming is a risky business. From weather 
to markets to equipment—there are 
so many things that can go wrong. 

Choosing the right partners and quality 
products can go a long way to helping you 
protect your investments.  
Kanza is proud to offer the Cenex Total 
Protection Plan® warranty. A comprehensive 
risk management tool for your operation 
that keeps you in the field and provides you 
peace of mind. 
Patrons, who choose to use Cenex® 
lubricants and Ruby Fieldmaster® premium 
diesel fuel exclusively, are also eligible to 
participate in the industry’s best warranty.  
Through this program customers can 
purchase coverage for up to 10 years or 
10,000 hours on new ag equipment (up to 8 
years or 8,000 hours on used equipment), with 
no deductible.  

Kanza Board Member, Brent Gruenbacher 
said, “we choose the Cenex plan because 
it gives us extended coverage after the 
manufacturer’s warranties run out.”
Gruenbacher is one of two Kanza members 
who received reimbursement checks in the 
last month to fix equipment covered by the 
plan.
Gruenbacher says he participates in the 
program because, “it helps us to know our 
equipment is protected and if we have a 
problem we know Cenex and our local reps 
at Kanza will be there.”
He also pointed out that the program helps 
to create value when he is ready to sell the 
equipment. Program required maintenance 
and regular engine diagnostic reports 
provided by Cenex to participants show 
potential buyers that the equipment has been 
well cared for and is in good working order. 
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Additionally, new tractor warranties are 
transferable to a new owner if the equipment is 
sold. 
Equipment engines and transmissions can be 
covered for a one-time fee of $799. Warranties 
on new equipment are good for up to 10 years 
of 10,000 hours, used equipment covers up 
to 8 years or 8,000 hours of service and diesel 
irrigation engines for up to 4 years or 8,000 
hours. 
Covered farming equipment includes tractors 
(50+ horsepower), combines, harvesters, 
sprayers and swathers. Most brands are 
covered — John Deere, Caterpillar, Volvo, 
Komatsu, Tigercat, Valmet, TimberPro and 
more.
Enrolling in the program is easy. For new 
equipment, customers can simply fill out a 
New Equipment Warranty Application and 
pay the program fee within the lesser of 400 
hours of use or six months of acquisition. Used 
equipment requires both an application and 
program fee, plus the equipment must be 
qualified for the program by providing a fluid 
sample, replacing fluids with program

covered Cenex® lubricants, then taking a 
sample after 100 hours of operations with the 
covered fluids. 
The program also requires new and used 
equipment to submit fluids for a scan to 
monitor and maintain the equipment 
every 300 hour or at least once a year. The 
program uses LubsScan® Used Oil Analysis 
sample kits, which are available through 
Kanza for a nominal fee. Customers and 
Cenex both receive scan results showing 
the health of the engine and transmission 
to indicate if corrective action is needed, 
If actions are needed Cenex and Kanza 
will work with the customer to ensure 
servicework is completed and the customer 
is reimbursed. 
For more information or to sign up for the 
Cenex Total Protection Plan® contact 
Chad Nowak at (316) 444-2141, Option 4 or 
cnowak@kanzacoop.com.
Pictured below (left to right): Cenex Pictured below (left to right): Cenex 
representative Shawn Nielsen presents representative Shawn Nielsen presents 
Stan Jost with check from Cenex Warranty Stan Jost with check from Cenex Warranty 
Program. Program. 



department to help you get those 
commodities from the farm to the table.
As time marches forward and the needs of 
our members change, we have identified 
other programs and services that benefit our 
members. We now offer on-farm commodity 
marketing with Sunflower Commodity Trading, 
game bird rations through Iuka Feeds, 
and have partnered with Land O’Lakes 
to sponsor a health insurance program for 
our farmers. On behalf of our members, 
Kanza continues to advocate at all levels 
of government for whatever issue may arise 
that affects them. Part of this advocacy 
inclueds our work organizations like the Kansas 
Cooperative Council, the Kansas Grain and 
Feed Association, the National Council of 
Farmer Cooperatives, and the National Grain 
and Feed Association. Recently, this work 
has involved trade policy, immigration, and 
water rights. In the future, it will be something 
different but Kanza will continue to be there 
on behalf of its members.
What is Kanza Co-op’s purpose? It is whatever 
our members need it to be. Standing alone, 
the farmer is but one voice.  Standing together 
through cooperative endeavors, farmer 
cans exert more control to improve their 
livelihoods, the region, culture, and lifestyle. 
We will continue to evolve and operate under 
one guiding principle – this is your co-op. Tell 
us what you need. We would love to know 
what we could be doing to help you in your 
operation. Kanza exists because of you and 
it will continue to grow and evolve in order to 
provide whatever our membership needs for 
generations to come.

By Nicholas Krehbiel 
Chief Operations Officer

A company without a purpose is like a ship 
without direction.  It may eventually get 
somewhere, but nobody knows where it 

is going and whether or not it is helping anyone 
on the way there.  Cooperatives have many 
layers and asking, “what is the purpose of 
our cooperative” may be a loaded question.  
However, it is a question worth exploring because 
at Kanza, our members, employees, and the 
cooperative ideal are much more than a place 
to take your commodities and buy cheap inputs.
Cooperatives’ purposes evolve.  I’ve written 
previously about cooperative beginnings with the 
Grange and late-nineteenth century populism, 
which laid the groundwork for Kanza and the 
cooperative movement.  Farmers throughout 
Kanza’s footprint sought to exert more control 
over their own lives by banding together for 
energy, crop inputs, grain storage, and other 
needs as they came along. As times changed, 
other services were phased out or discontinued. 
At one point in time supplying coal for homes at 
a competitive price was an important role of the 
co-op and the organization even owned a John 
Deere dealership.  The co-op serves as a place 
for the producer to get inputs and take outputs.  
There has been an evolution in this regard as 
well.  For decades, this was wheat country, and 
members built the co-op around that crop.  
With irrigation and the modern market came 
diversification.  Now, Kanza offers inputs for 
almost any crop planted in its footprint, along 
with a financing program to ease access to what 
you need.  There is more storage to hold what 
you produce, and a thriving energy and logistics
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One Purpose: Serving YouOne Purpose: Serving You
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Kanza Makes Donation to Kanza Makes Donation to 
Stafford Rec. CommissionStafford Rec. CommissionOne Purpose: Serving YouOne Purpose: Serving You

Kanza COO Nicholas Krehbiel presents 
Director of Stafford Recreation Commission 
Jan VanDam with donations totaling $3,000.

Kanza Cooperative Association recently 
presented checks totaling $3,000 to 
the Stafford Recreation Commission 

(SRC) to help furnish a meeting space for 
events and programing at the SRC’s newly 
remodeled building. For this donation, 
Kanza partnered with vendors Land O’Lakes 
Foundation and CoBank to match their 
donation and maximize the gift to SRC.
The SRC oversees both the city swimming 
pool and the Annex, which is an old school 
building that has been renovated for use as 
a community center. The Annex has a fitness 
area, conference room, small gym, kitchen 
and craft room. 
Recently, Kanza was made aware of the 
SRC’s desire to purchase additional folding 
tables and chairs so that the gym area can 
be used for larger community meetings and

programs. The SRC used the donation to 
purchase 10 large tables, 50 chairs, 6 card 
tables and a cart for storage.
“Supporting the communities we serve is 
important to us,” said Nicholas Krehbiel, 
Kanza Chief Operations Officer. “This 
donation is exciting because it is something 
that the whole community can benefit 
from.”
The SRC Annexes facilities are available to 
rent for community functions and programs. 
Contact Jan VanDam at (316) 734-3721 or 
jan@staffordrec.com for more details.
For more information about how Kanza is 
investing in our communities contact Jackie 
Mundt, Communications and Marketing 
Manager at 800-536-5614, Ext. 315 or 
jmundt@kanzacoop.com.
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Ellie Schwertfeger interned in the Ellie Schwertfeger interned in the 
Corporate Operation department Corporate Operation department 
during the summer of 2019.during the summer of 2019.

Growing Growing 
up Kanzaup Kanza

Internships are supposed to expose you to 
possible career paths and provide experience 
for future jobs. This summer internship at Kanza 

Cooperative Association has certainly done 
that and much more. Before this summer, I 
thought that the co-op was just a place where 
farmers took their grain and met for coffee.  This 
experience has shown me that there is a lot 
more to a co-op than that. Cooperatives are 
a special place to be a part of because of the 
benefits that they bring to the community and 
agriculture industry. 
My summer began with a trip to the Co-ops 101 
conference for cooperative interns in Topeka. 
At the conference, Iuka native (and my cousin)
Brian Briggeman spoke about equity,  

patronage, and the business structure of a 
coop. He also described the seven principles 
of a cooperative, which showed the value of 
working together for a common cause. The 
President and CEO of KFSA, Mitch Williams, 
also spoke to the group about getting the 
most out of an internship experience. He 
encouraged all of the interns to take every 
opportunity and not be afraid of getting 
dirty. He often compared tasks that were 
undesirable to cleaning the boot pit of a 
grain elevator. He made the point that there 
are always tasks in life that you don’t want 
to do, but you just have do to them. Before 
this conference I was not entirely sure how 
cooperatives operated. By the end I learned

Growing up Kanza is a regular feature in The Sunflower 
highlighting the stories of Kanza employees and members. 



that a co-op is owned by its members and directed 
by a board.  I was intrigued by the concept of a 
company being fully owned by its own customers.
The biggest project of my internship was helping 
with harvest meals. Getting to interact with many 
of the farmers and members of Kanza was a great 
reminder of what cooperatives are all about: 
working together for a greater purpose. Being the 
daughter of a wheat farmer,  I understand the long 
hours and hard work that wheat harvest takes. 
There was a deep satisfaction in showing farmers 
appreciation for all of their dedication during the 
busy season, even if it meant wrapping hundreds of 
hot dogs and bratwursts in tin foil. This was also when 
the first “boot pit” experience of my internship came 
about which was cleaning the greasy grills after all 
of the meals were over. Just as Mitch Williams had 
explained, there are going to be things that you 
don’t want to do, but you just have to do them.
Working on other projects like filing papers, putting 
together binders for chemicals safety data sheets, 
and building social media content were also 
beneficial. These tasks were very helpful because 
there was always something to learn from them, 
and I was able to work closely with many employees 
and ask them about their jobs. Completing these 
office tasks helped me explore all of the different 
career opportunities within a co-op, and it gave 
me a chance to build relationships with people  in 
different departments.
Reflecting on this past summer, the employees at 
Kanza are what stood out the most to me. Working 
with such a great group of people made me look 
forward to coming to work every day. Everyone I 
met was friendly and had a good attitude, and I 
could tell that they enjoyed working for Kanza which 
made the experience even more enjoyable and 
memorable.
Through this internship at Kanza, I gained much 
more than just free hats and some sweet polos. This 
experience has revealed what it would really be 
like to pursue a career in the agriculture industry. 
Sharing values with others that work within this 
industry is what has drawn me to it. Kanza is a prime 
example of this with its attitude of “Working together 
for the love of the land.” After this summer, working 
for a cooperative might be an ideal career option 
someday, but only if is with one as great as Kanza. 

In the KnowIn the Know
Winter weather is here and we 

want to help you stay warm. Kanza 
provides propane service for 

residential, agricultural, commercial, 
and industrial. Plus, we have tank 

leasing and free safety inspections 
for you customers. For more 

information or to schedule propane 
service call one of our regional 
offices: Andale (316) 444-2141, 

Option 4; or  Iuka 1-800-536-5614, 
Ext. 402.

____________

Tired of mailing payments for 
your Kanza bill? Did you know 

that you can have your Kanza bill 
automatically withdrawn from your 

bank account each month? Contact 
Monica Lubbers at 1-800-536-5614 
Ext. 317 to learn how to set up ACH 

payments.
____________

Do you need help marketing your on 
farm grain, hay or specialty crops? 
Sunflower Commodity Trading (SCT) 

can help you connect to more 
markets and secure better prices. 

Contact Jeff (Ext. 111) or Justin (Ext. 
112) at 1-800-536-5614 to visit about 

how SCT can help you.
____________

Want grain prices sent right to your 
phone? Visit KanzaCoop.com 

to sign-up for daily text or email 
messages with the current grain 

prices sent automatically. 
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Kanza is Moving to New Software System 
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The New Year will bring some exciting 
changes to Kanza. We are proud to 
announce that we will be moving to a new 

software platform in early January of 2020. The 
change is being made to help us better serve 
members with more capabilities in our overall 
operating software. Below are a few highlights 
of the transition. 
What’s New?
• Look of Documents- statements, invoices, 

scale tickets and other documents will have 
a new updated look.

• Login Information- If you currently use 
Patron access, you will need to set up a 
new username and password. Look for 
Information about how to register in early 
January.

What’s Not Changing?
• Billing Process and Schedule- Most 

current processes and schedules will not 
change for our customers.

• Online Access- The new system will have 
an online customer portal just like our 
current Patron Access. The new system 
will have the same quick easy access to 
your account information.

Timeline
• January 2- Final statement with current 

look will be mailed. This mailing will also 
have details about how to register for 
the new online customer portal and any 
other actions that may be needed. 

• January 6- New system and customer 
access portal will become available.

• February 3- First mailing of new customer 
statements.

We are excited about the benefits that 
this change will bring to our customers 
and overall business. Kanza employees 
have been working for months to make 
this process as smooth as possible. We 
appreciate your patience as we work 
through any unforeseen issues that may 
arise. Look for additional information in the 
coming weeks about the transition and 
please let us know if you have any questions 
or concerns. Kanza team members Monica Lubbers, Jennifer Newell, Kanza team members Monica Lubbers, Jennifer Newell, 

Brad Riley, Mark Hammer, Janie Austin and Mickaela Brad Riley, Mark Hammer, Janie Austin and Mickaela 
Holmes discuss new process with EFC Systems during Holmes discuss new process with EFC Systems during 
training in preparation for the software transition.training in preparation for the software transition.


